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Book. Every man for himself! For too long we have lived in a
competitive, consumer-oriented culture, destroying the well-
being of people and the planet. We believe that money brings
happiness, yet all too often, the opposite is true. The pursuit of
wealth at any cost corrupts our values and diminishes our
lives. The resulting inequality breaks down social cohesion and
generates envy, bitterness, and resentment. Greed breeds more
greed. Living Room Revolution refutes the notion that
selfishness is at the root of human nature. Research shows that
people--given the right circumstances--can be caring,
nurturing and collaborative. Presented with the opportunity,
they gravitate toward actions and policies embodying
empathy, fairness, and trust instead of competition, fear, and
greed. The regeneration of social ties and the sense of caring
and purpose that comes from creating community drive this
essential transformation. At the heart of this movement is the
ancient art of conversation. Living Room Revolution provides a
practical toolkit of concrete strategies to facilitate personal
and social change by bringing people together in community
and conversation. The heart of happiness is joining with...
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This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z

This pdf will not be simple to start on reading through but extremely enjoyable to see. I have read and i also am sure
that i will planning to read through again once more in the foreseeable future. You wont really feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you request me).
-- Ma llor y K er tz m a nn V-- Ma llor y K er tz m a nn V
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